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内容简介

Nearly broke and down on his luck in France,Bennett needs an inspired idea in order to keep body
and soul together.He decides to advertise himself in the newspaper and before long he comes face
to face with the most intriguing respondent,millionair Julian Poe.Poe owns an exquisite villa in the
French countryside,has a black-belted sidekick and a number of glamorous,model girlfriends.
  At first,Poe hires Bennett to save taxes for him by flat-sitting in Monaco—a lucrative job with
many perks.But when a mystery delivery goes astray,it becomes clear that Poe's interests go far
beyond tax evasion and into the realms of something far more profitable and desirable than Bennett
would have dreamed of .Luckily Bennett has been provided with Anna-tall,beautiful and a former
sergeant in the Israeli army-whose skills are enormously valuable when the going gets tough⋯
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  作者简介   Peter Mayle has contributed to a wide range of publications in England,France and
America,and his work has been translated into twenty-two languages.His books,many of them
published by Penguin,include A Year in Provence,Toujours Provence,Hotel Pastis,A Dog's
Life,Anything Considered,Chasing Cezanne and Encore Provence.
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